Manage Compliance Requirements to Drive Global Cosmetics Success
Competing Priorities in a Regulated Industry

The global cosmetics industry is confronted with unique challenges at every turn. Businesses must coordinate product development, formula management, production, storage and logistics across the board, while also complying with the legal requirements of the EU Cosmetics Regulation. As competition increases, companies need to reduce inventory management costs and optimize throughput time in order to keep up.

Meet Compliance Requirements Across the Production Chain

Cosmetics businesses are subject to compliance requirements at every stage of production, and can face fines and consequences from the EU Cosmetics Regulation if they fail to comply. We understand the importance of compliance within the cosmetics industry, and we know how to optimize processes to ensure regulations are met.

To stay in line with industry requirements, cosmetics companies must maintain accurate product information files (PIFs), complete with current information such as safety analysis and test data. These files must be up to date and accessible at all times, both internally, for employee usage, as well as externally for industry compliance purposes. In addition to keeping detailed information on file, businesses are also tasked with tracking and managing the corrective and preventative compliance processes, as well as maintaining an audit trail in case of review.

We help cosmetics businesses streamline compliance management, and bring the solutions you need to optimize record-keeping and move paper processes online.
We Provide Everything You Need for Business Success

telligence will support you with an integrated business solution that provides key industry and advanced technology capabilities, including:

**Compliance**
- Comply with all requirements under the EU Cosmetics Regulation
- CAPA (corrective and preventive action) process with efficacy test for actions taken
- Project methodology and tools for compliant ERP implementation

**Research & Development**
- Formula management for product development and production
- Product development process including sample management, controlling and project management

**Production**
- Simple and efficient sales and production planning responding effectively to changing demands
- Optimized production management with PI sheets
- Continuous batch management (batch report)

**Quality Management**
- Integrated quality management with extensive LIMS functionality
- Automatic printing of delivery certificates
- External and internal claim management
- Stability studies
- Batch management

**Supply Chain**
- Inventory management and scheduling at the packaging level
- Labeling
- Real-time operation insights
End-to-End Cosmetics Industry Expertise

We work with cosmetics companies around the world and bring our years of experience to each project and customer. Our expertise spans every facet of the industry, from research & development to distribution, materials management, storage, logistics, production and quality management.

The itelligence approach leverages best practices and combines a focus on compliance and security with enhanced tools and functionality to help businesses solve problems. As a result, our customers maintain high process and product quality while expending minimal resources.

Technology to Meet Demand

Cosmetics companies today face particularly tough production requirements. Our industry experts know how to handle complex production scenarios, e.g. mixing and filling of different sized containers, and follow local and international regulations to maintain compliance. Whether you are looking to integrate connected scales in your factory or simply manage the inspection process during production, we can help you get the most out of your technology solutions.

Flexible Processes for Varying Needs

In order to meet unique customer specifications, businesses need flexible production and formula management processes that ensure compliance with every step. We understand that different groups of materials, such as carriers and active ingredients, are held under different regulations and must meet diverse requirements during the production processes.

Precise Formula Management

Proper formula management is key to maintaining high product standards. This process brings together all information relevant to your product formula, including quality and specification information, production components and complete documentation. A comprehensive permissions model protects formulas and can be modified to meet unique product and business specifications.

Ready to Support Your Business and SAP Investment Globally

When you expand internationally, SAP solutions grow with you. To grow intelligently and profitably, cosmetics companies need integrated business management solutions that provide the flexibility for future growth. Whether your future IT landscape will be on-premise, cloud, or a combination of both, itelligence has the global expertise and choice of services and deployment options – including hosting and application management services.

EU Cosmetics Regulation compliance is key for a successful ERP implementation.

Learn more about our expertise in the cosmetics industry at www.itelligencegroup.com